Lynx

Innovative Cleaning Solutions

Steel Mill / Fly Ash
Choose Lynx
for custom formulated,
environmentally friendly,
steel mill & fly ash solutions.

Lynx

for a Greener World

Lynx Enterprises has extensive experience working with steel mills
in providing safe, environmentally friendly, mill cleaners, degreasers, roll
cleaners and floor cleaners to meet every departments needs.
Lynx specializes in a bulk tank delivery system called DrumBuster™,
coupled with foamers, sprayers, steam guns and power washers that
can be custom installed for specific steel mill cleaning.

What our clients say:

» Tube City - IMS, Manager - “I recommend Lynx whenever I can, they make the cleaning process
quicker and safer with their set up of products and equipment.”

Foaming products allows for more dwell time and a
more effective clean.
Lynx foamers can be portable or stationed in
conjunction with a Lynx cleaner/degreaser.

Custom set-ups:

» Foamers (portable & stationary)
» Drain cleaners
» DrumBuster Program for efficient
storage

“Jackhammer 3X” heavy concrete and fly ash remover is a triple concentrated product
that removes heavy buildup in One Hour.
We also have other cleaners and degreasers to meet all of your maintenance and
budget needs.
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The most efficient way to manage your cleaners and process chemical
inventory is the Lynx Drum-Buster® program.
Eliminate costs associated with delivery and disposal of drums, along with
the waste inherent in using drums. Using a single, refillable tank,
the Drum-Buster® program maximizes both cleaning operation efficiency
and safety for your employees.
Order exactly what you need. Lynx provides the free storage system to you,
and your cleaning solution is pumped directly into a Drum-Buster®
storage tank, using a metered delivery pump. You are billed for only what
you use, which in turn, controls costs and maximizes operations.
Eliminate the time spent changing barrels, hauling products and taking
inventory. The Lynx Drum-Buster® program provides the safest way
to handle these chemicals.
Your Drum-Buster® Tank is designed specifically for your needs.
Your Lynx representative will help you design a total storage system tailored
to your size, cleaning operations and environmental restrictions.

Lynx

Along with specially designed formulations, the Lynx Drum-Buster® program
is designed to work with our complete line of specialty equipment.
Your Lynx representative can show you how the
Total Lynx System will maximize efforts while controlling cleaning costs.
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